Analyze the dynamic features of rat EEG using wavelet entropy.
Wavelet entropy (WE), a new method of complexity measure for non-stationary signals, was used to investigate the dynamic features of rat EEGs under three vigilance states. The EEGs of the freely moving rats were recorded with implanted electrodes and were decomposed into four components of delta, theta, alpha and beta by using multi-resolution wavelet transform. Then, the wavelet entropy curves were calculated as a function of time. The results showed that there were significant differences among the average WEs of EEGs recorded under the vigilance states of waking, slow wave sleep (SWS) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. The changes of WE had different relationships with the four power components under different states. Moreover, there was evident rhythm in EEG WEs of SWS sleep for most experimental rats, which indicated a reciprocal relationship between slow waves and sleep spindles in the micro-states of SWS sleep. Therefore, WE can be used not only to distinguish the long-term changes in EEG complexity, but also to reveal the short-term changes in EEG micro-state.